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ABSTRACT
The DC shunt motor relay servomechanism offers a great deal of
promise from the standpoint of a fast, inexpensive, accurate control
system. The author has endeavored to develop means of improving the
response characteristics of this type of control system. From
investigations conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California, it is the opinion of the author that a linear switching
criteria, produced by a combination of error and error rate feedback,
would prove highly desirable from the standpoint of cost, weight, and
simplicity of design,, If derivative feedback were to be combined
with discontinuous damping in the dead zone provided by dynamic braking,
it is indeed possible that a high degree of static accuracy may result.
Investigations tend to show that the static accuracy, using this system,
is dependent upon (l) the gear ratio between the motor and the error
detector (2) the ratio of armature inductance to armature resistance
of the motor (3) the ratio of coulomb friction to inertia of the motor
load combination and (4) the delay time of the relay.
Preliminary calculations and computer studies on the use of an
inductance and a resistance in a circuit in parallel with the motor
armature tend to show that this form of dynamic braking would be of
considerable value in improving the characteristics Indeed, it is
possible that this type of system would produce response characteristics
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The relay servomechanism is an automatic control device that has
tremendous possibilities. It is compact and relatively inexpensive, but
to date there have been problems associated with it of stability, static
accuracy, and speed of response. This paper is designed to outline some
methods which may be adopted to improve its overall characteristics.
Chapter II presents a historical review of some of the basic
concepts
.
Chapter III is devoted to an investigation of the static accuracy of
a relay servo in response to a step input using discontinuous damping in
the dead zone . The nature of the damping is dynamic braking by means of
resistances, and the servomotor was of a 1 HP variety.
Chapter IV outlines a detailed mathematical analysis of the system
response to a step input with discontinuous damping incorporated in the
system.
Chapter V presents an analysis of the relay servomechanism charac-
teristics in response to a ramp input.
Chapter VI outlines the results obtained from an investigation of a
servo system using a 1/125 HP motor.
Chapter VII affords a comparison of the transient response to a
step input for a relay servo using optimum and quasi-optimum switching.
Chapter VIII includes a complete analysis of a relay servomechanism
response to a step input, when discontinuous damping in the dead zone is





The relay servomechanism is essentially a means of automatic control
wherein some device, similar in nature to a relay, is used to apply a
large corrective signal to the servo system in response to an error
signal. The system operates basically on an on-off basis. In other
words, if the error signal is large enough to actuate the relay, full
voltage will be applied to the servomotor to oorrect the error. The
relay, in this sense, is a power amplifying device, which supplies large
amounts of power to the system in response to a relatively small signal
from the error detector.
Harris [l], McDonald |2j» and Hopkin
J
3 j have proposed an optimum
relay servo having a very small dead zone. However, it is to be noted
that the switching criteria, or locus of points of relay reversal, must
be a curved line, and that it is assumed that the relay will operate
instantaneously. These two considerations, when incorporated into an
actual operating servo system, would add considerably to the complexity
and cost . Therefore , the relay servomechanism in this case would tend
to lose some of its inherent advantages. This paper does not include a
consideration of the so-called optimum relay servo, except that in iso-
lated instances it is referred to for comparison purposes.
One of the fundamentals of this consideration of relay servos is
that the switching criteria shall be a straight line. This may be
readily accomplished by making the signal to the relay a constant times
the error and another constant times the error rate . Both constants may
take on any value from zero to plus or minus infinity. A straight line

switching criteria is relatively simple to incorporate into an actual
servomeonanism, and inasmuch as it is possible to control the slope of
the switching lines by adjusting the gain of the error rate signal rela-
tive to the error signal (or vice versa), the slope of the switohing
lines may be adjusted to any desired value . As has been explained previ-
ously, when the error signal is large enough, the relay closes and full
voltage is applied to the servomotor. In order to obtain a short time of
response and, in general, use the relay servo to best advantage, a major
portion of the error (when a step input is applied to the system) should
be corrected by the time the relay opens. If the initial error is
appreciable, the servomotor will probably have obtained a considerable
velocity by this time. It is at this point that certain problems arise
which must be solved in order to realize the full potentialities of the
relay servo.
Sinoe the servomotor has a considerable amount of kinetic energy
associated with the armature at the instant of relay opening or relay
drop-out, if no damping forces were present the system would tend to
coast at constant velocity until finally the error would be great enough
to cause the relay to pull-in in the opposite direction. It is because of
this that the concept of discontinuous damping was originated. The idea
is to cause damping to exist while the relay is open, but not during the
time that the relay is closed and power is being supplied to the system.
If damping forces were to exist at all times, one of the real advantages
of the relay servo would be lost, that of maximum corrective action during
periods of relay closure. However, damping in the dead zone will have the
effect of dissipating or countering the rotational kinetic energy of the

motor armature and load inertia, thereby causing deceleration and possi-
bly bringing the motor to a dead stop quickly and without oscillations.
It is reasonably well-known that a typical practical relay would be




Characteristics of A Typical Relay
Figure 1
The relay would close, or pull-in at e, , and the input voltage could
decrease to e before the relay would drop out. In general, the relay
would display identical characteristics in both the forward and reverse
directions. If the relay was used in a relay servomechanism with the
error signal being the sole input to the relay, the dividing lines on
the phase plane would resemble those shown in Figure 2.

z'« VuK £
Dividing Lines of a Relay Servo on a Phase Plane Plot
Figure 2
For the conditions shown on Figure 2 the equations of the dividing
lines are C - -4. Q > 4 C - ± ^ where e* and e 2 are the pull-in and
* " K * /<
drop-out voltages of the particular relay and K, is the amplification
factor of the control system in volts per radian. Figure 2 shows that
as soon as the error reaches a certain magnitude the relay would pull-in.
As the servomotor drives the system towards correspondence, the relay would
stay closed until e 2 / K, was reached, at which point the relay would drop-
out. If a derivative signal was also applied to the relay in addition to
the error signal it would have the effect of rotating all switching lines
through the same angle about the intersection of the switching line with

the zero error rate line. This is shown in Figure 3. The amount of rota-
tion corresponds to the ratio of derivative signal to error signal.
u
Relay Servo Response to A Step
Input Showing No Damping (BC),
Some Damping (BD), and Optimum
Damping (BE) in the Dead Zone
Figure 3
If, for some reason, a step input was applied to the system and this
step input could be represented by A in Figure 3» the relay would close
since A /> e1 / K, and the motor would accelerate to correct for the
error. The phase plane trajectory might typically be represented by A.B.
Inasmuch as derivative feedback is incorporated into the system, the
relay would "anticipate" and drop out at B, since the error rate signal

subtracts from the error signal to give the resultant voltage at the
relay of e<
.
If no damping was present in the system after the relay drops-out,
the velocity of the motor would be expected to stay constant. Under
these conditions, the phase plane trajectory in the dead zone would
resemble BC. If a finite but arbitrary amount of damping is added to
the system, the phase plane trajectory would logically expect to resemble,
say, BD. HARRIS has shown that if discontinuous damping added in the
dead zone is (l) such as to produce a straight line for the dead zone
trajectory and if (a) both the derivative feedback and the damping are
correctly adjusted, the dead zone trajectory will be parallel to and super-
imposed upon the drop-out switching line as in Figure 3» curve BE,
This is highly desirable, because, as shown in Figure 4-, the dead
zone width may be diminished by increasing the overall gain.
©
C
Figure 4. Relay Servo Response to A Step Input
Input Showing Optimum Discontinuous
Damping

This greatly increases the static accuracy. In addition since the added
damping is discontinuous, the time of response is short. The system is
stable and no oscillations occur.
In the investigation of the relay servo characteristics when deriva-
tive feedback is incorporated into the control system and discontinuous
damping is incorporated into the motor system, two basic ideas for dis-
continuous damping are analyzed. The first idea is to use a resistance
across the motor armature in a relay servo that employs a DC Shunt Motor,
For a sufficiently well-regulated power supply this has no effect on the
overall characteristics of the relay servo system when the relay is
closed, but after the relay opens the resistance provides for dissipation
of the rotational kinetic energy of the motor armature. The dead zone
trajectory for resistance braking has been predicted by phase plane anal-
ysis. The derivation of the isocline equation is contained in appendix
I. HARRIo has shown that the phase plane trajectory is a straight line
until y becomes small, and that the C/J ratio is important in deter-
mining when the trajectory departs appreciably from a straight line.
The second basic idea for discontinuous damping is to use an energy
storage device across the terminals of the motor armature. For the relay





AN INVESTIGATION OF THE STATIC ACCURACY OF A RELAY SERVO
USING DERIVATIVE FEEDBACK AND DISCONTINUOUS DAMPING
In Appendix 1, it is shown that the isocline equation for the phase
plane analysis of the dead zone trajectory of a relay servo using a DC




c/j _ tc k<
_
provided that L and f are considered negligible.
)
If N is equal to 41 where N is the slope of the trajectory at
its intersection with any isocline, equation (1) may be written
_ c.
N T K K U)
The phase plane trajectory may now be constructed using the isoclines
and the slope markers as shown in Figure 5.
Phase Plane Showing Isoclines, Slope
Markers, and Dead Zone Trajectory
Figure 5

Once again considering equation (2) it is seen that in the case of
a large motor which has a relatively small C/J ratio, the first term is
o
important only when £ is small. Therefore, the trajectory has a fixed
o
negative slope in the dead zone except when £ is very small, in which
case the slope approaches infinity. It is seen that decreasing R, in-
creases the fixed negative slope and therefore the change in slope when
(• becomes small is less noticeable
.
Accordingly, it was decided to use a 1 HP motor and a braking re-
sistor of the same order of magnitude as the armature resistance. The
original plan was to start with a dead zone of ten degrees and adjust the
braking resistor to obtain a trajectory in the dead zone parallel to the
dividing lines. This theoretically would be the optimum amount of damp-
ing and the dead zone could then be made extremely small , as shown in Figure
At Chapter II. However, it was noted that as the step input signal was
made small and saturation velocity was not reached during the period when
the motor was being driven, the end of the dead zone trajectory tended to
move away from the intersection of the drop-out line and the zero error
rate line until finally the trajectory completely crossed the dead zone
and oscillations occurred. This result Is shown In Figure 6 as curves
i 1
1
B, B , and B
Phase Plane Plot of Relay Servo




Accordingly it was decided to
increase the dynamic braking in an
attempt to eliminate this over-
shooting effect. The new plan was
to increase the braking effect (de-
crease the braking resistor) until
the system was deadbeat just inside
the pull-in line. This behavior would
be shown as curve a in Figure 7.
After some experimentation it
decided to decrease the braking re-
sistor to four ohms. Inasmuch as the
resistance of the motor armature was
7.9 ohms, it is seen that considerable
dynamic braking was to be used. As
a matter of fact the use of four ohms
as a braking resistor caused the
trajectory in the dead zone to be
practically straight, since the
effect of coulomb friction was negli-
Relay Servo Response to A Step Input
Figure 7
gible. The procedure was to keep the dead zone width fixed at ten degrees
and make runs using step inputs of 4-0, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, P, and 6
degrees. The schematic diagram of the physical layout used is shown as
Figure 8, and the phase plane diagram is shown as Figure 9. As may be
seen from Figure 9, in all of the runs in which the velocity reached
saturation, the trajectories in the dead zone were similar and according
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the rest point progressed across the phase plane to the left until
finally with a 6 degree step input, the trajectory crossed the dead zone
and the system went into oscillation.
As another interesting phenomenon, while the idealized dead zone
trajectory predicts an instantaneous change in slope at the point of
effective switching, notice that in the actual case there is a gradual
curvature of the trajectory until finally it straightens out in the
manner predicted by theory.
In order to obtain a better insight into the problem the dead zone
was narrowed to four degrees. The results of this part of the procedure
are shown in Figure 10. Again the trajectory of the run with a small step
input went into oscillation whereas stable deadbeat performance had been
obtained with a large step input.
\ comparison of the two figures reveals another interesting item.
The appearance of braking in the dead zone does not make itself known
until after the drop-out line has been passed . Indeed , a comparison of
the actual drop-out location with the expected drop-out point location
o
indicates a time delay of about
0.04S seconds. Inasmuch as the
physical design of the experimen-
tal device employed two relays in
cascade, it is quite logical to
attribute the time delay to the
dead/time inherent in operation of '
the two relays , In order to show
the existence of dead time more
15
Figure 11. Relay Servo Response

concretely, it was decided to attempt to show what happened when the
braking resistance was changed in the cases where the stability was
marginal. As shown in Figure 11 the general idea was to obtain a
trajectory just outside the more remote pull-in line as shown by curve
A. Then if the resistance was decreased slightly, all other things
being equal, the curve would be bent toward the vertical. Despite the
fact that the trajectory crossed the pull-in line momentarily as shown
by curve B, the system would deadbeat because the time delay would
prevent operation of the relay during the short period that the
trajectory was outside the pull-in line.
The first step was to obtain the dead zone trajectories for various
values of R^. These slopes are shown in Figure 12. As was expected, the
smaller resistances are associated with the steeper slopes and for
resistances of four and six ohms, the trajectory is essentially straight
to the rest position. With higher values of resistance, however, the
/s
trajectory has a distinct change of slope when £, becomes small, due
to the effect of coulomb friction.
Having decided to use a resistance of ten ohms as a braking resistor,
the settings of the various potentiometers, and the component and voltage
magnitudes were calculated. The physical layout is shown schematically in
Figure 13, and sample calculations are set forth in Appendix II. The
slopes of the dividing lines were calculated to be parallel to the dead
zone trajectory. By means of the potentiometer in the feedback path of
the second amplifier, the dead zone width was decreased until the system
went into oscillation. The phase plane trajectories were as shown in
Figure 14 « At this point the value of Rv was changed and the results
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run deadbeats after a single oscillation, and the eight ohm run is dead-
beat without oscillation.
In an effort to duplicate the general results, the dead zone was
increased slightly as is shown in Figure 15. In this case the eight ohm
run is deadbeat, the ten ohm run is marginal and the twelve ohm run is
oscillatory.
During the latter runs no attempt was made to use step inputs that
would be too small to effect velocity saturation. It was felt that this
would have the effect of adding an additional unknown and would compli-
cate the results.
While it is to be noted that in the preceding runs slight variances
in the braking resistance caused completely different system behavior,
the trajectories on the phase plane were quite similar. The runs that
deadbeat had trajectories which had a sharper curvature in the transi-
tion stage immediately after effective relay drop-out and therefore these
runs never were in the region where the relay might be expected to pull-
in.
In an effort to show the time delay associated with the relay more
emphatically, it was decided to make runs with a dead zone much smaller
and then drastically reduce the braking resistor in an effort to get dead-
beat performance although the trajectory may actually have crossed the
pull-in line for a short period of time. Accordingly, in runs 1, 2 and
3 the dead zone was narrowed, and braking resistances of ten, six, and
two ohms were used. The phase plane diagrams for these runs are shown in
Figure 16. The interesting part to be noted is that while the ten and






































































































the trajectory actually crossed into the region where the relay might
normally be expected to pull-in. This indicates that there is a time
delay associated with the relay.
An illustration of the different trajectories in the dead zone
caused by the size of the step input signal is shown in Figure 17.
Notice the time delay associated with the relay and also that the run for
a small step input is oscillatory while the run for a large step input
deadbeats
.
It is believed that the following conclusions are applicable:
(1) When the C/J ratio is small, the curvatures of the end of the
trajectory in the dead zone can be eliminated for all practical purposes
by making R, small. The slope of the straight line portion of the
trajectory increases with decreasing values of R. . These conclusions
fit the idealized phase plane equations perfectly.
(2) The dead time associated with the relay is quite disadvanta-
geous because the dead zone must be quite large if dead beat performance
for all sizes of signals is expected.
(3) With the use of a resistor only as a means of braking the dead
zone trajectory is curved from the time the relay operates until the
straight line portion is reached. This curvature depends upon the value
of the braking resistance used. The curvature is sharper with lesser









































In the previous chapter it was noted that the step input size seemed
to effect the behavior of the dead zone trajectory. In order to explain
this phenomenon the system is analyzed mathematically in this chapter,
without resorting to some of the simplifying assumptions used in the
previous chapters
,
Accordingly it is proposed that the terms involving L and f be
retained . The only fiction involved is that coulomb friction is assumed
negligible . This of course is not entirely factual and at first glance
it might appear tha,t the complete analysis is worthless. However, it was
shown in the previous chapter both mathematically and experimentally that
the effect of coulomb friction was practically eliminated by making R,
small and using a 1HP motor. In addition the effect of coulomb
friction is known qualitatively and therefore it is submitted that the
following analysis is good for small values of R, at the very least.
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It is proposed that the analysis be made on a & - © basis rather
o
than on a £, £ basis. It is further proposed that a conventional
analysis on a time basis be made because of the complexities introduced
when third order differential equations are depicted using the isocline
techniques
.
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From this it can be easily s^ovm that -
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It is seen that © oJt t = ">=> is the steady state value and the
value of 6 a "t which the system comes to rest in the dead zone. Because
of the obvious connection between this value and such crucial items as
dead zone width and slope of the dividing lines it is suggested that this
value be investigated to see upon what factors it depends.
Q. -- « * •*:> (i«rt
Roe- 4 L K ^
(.0
4 R -» Kv k"c
(»0
Here it is seen that the rest value of & depends not only linearly
upon <5^ but also upon x_ ,
Now of course it would be of interest to see if at any time the
term involving Co [ i-K',. Co] is comparable in size to the term in-
volving S
o ( ic5e Q J
In order to do this a solution is required for the differential
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equations that describe the system at the moment full voltage is applied
to the terminals (the step input is introduced"^.
j e 4 e ^ o OO
- r\
L , Z . 2.X + K„*© - ^ <*
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Notice that the denominator in this case is similar to the denominator
in the case of the equation describing the dead zone behavior, the sole
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Now assume that both i and U have reached steady state values
as they would to all intents and purposes if the step input was made
large enough.









Here it is seen that the effect of io upon the steady state value
of '3 is quite small since M is intuitively small compared to 1 in
RJ




It was decided at this point to check into the transient current
that exists in the armature during the complete cycle of operations
.
Accordingly a o.l ohm resistor of high current capacity was placed in
the armature circuit and a Brush Recorder was used to obtain a scaled
representation of the current. Figure 17 on page 24 depicts the tra-
jectories on the phase plane for both a large and small step input.
Figures 18 A and B are the Brush Recorder traces for error, error rate,
and armature current for a large step input. Figures 19 A and B are the
Brush Recorder traces of the armature current, error and error rate for
a small step input. Notice that in Figures 18 B and 19 B the switching
points are clearly identified , as that is the point where the current
attempts to seek a maximum value in the opposite direction. Of interest
here is the fact that for small step inputs the current has not had a
chance to reach steady state in the direction that the current takes when
the motor is being driven to correct for the step error. Therefore, the
instantaneous value of current at the time of switching is much greater
in the case of the small step input than it is for a large step input.
This means that a greater change of current is required in order to obtain
the desired braking. Inasmuch as there is some inductance associated with
the armature , this change requires a finite amount of time and the time
involved in the change in the case of a small step input is greater than
that involved for a large step input. Since the velocity is high at this
particular point in the cycle , the output will move a trifle farther
during this transition stage and this explains the fact that the steady
state rest position is apt to be farther from the intersection of the
initial drop-out line and the zero error rate line on the phase plane in
33

Figure 18„ Brush Recorder Traces Showing
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Figure 19 . Brush Recorder Traces Showing Response of A
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Figure 19B. Armature Current
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the case of the small step input.
It is to be noted in Figures 18B and 19B that i is at least
max
twenty times as great as i gg and at that particular time the output
o
velocity is less than 0/ i5j • Therefore, it is not beyond the realm of
possibility that if the relay was to operate during the part of the run
when i is appreciably greater than i the steady state rest position
might depend to a great extent upon the term involving i
Another interesting facet of this analytical solution is the deter-
mination of the slope on the phase plane at t = o
During the dead zone we know that -
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After some substitution and manipulation
yG f
(X £ / It* wC
d
T \ •- -• >
- L 67 J ' ' }
Referring at this point to the basic equations describing the system
when the step input is applied we see that at
t - jCj \J - v•o
and ^ = <*t L
Therefore if a step large enough to effect velocity saturation is
applied -
This agrees with the experimental results. However, if velocity
saturation had not been reached at the instant of effective switching
the term o
would be positive since i would be greater, Q would be less.
o o
This also agrees with the experimental results and also it indicates
that the phase plane trajectory must undergo a greater change in slope
before it reaches the straight line portion than does the trajectory for
the velocity- saturated run.
The final mathematical analysis stems from the idea that knowing the
0/^ for the velocity saturated run, it might be possible to predict
37

the maximum deviations from this rest position that might result from the
introduction of any size step input.
The performance of the entire system depends upon the operating
characteristics before and after switching. These characteristics are
readily shown on the phase plane diagram including conditions under which
transition takes place. Therefore, Figures 20 and 21 are constructed using
tf ,. , & as ordlnate a. a,e issa reSpectiVely ta^ to sbow the _
plete system response to a step input.
From Figure 21 it is seen that (referred to the translated origin 0')»
M = X + S + o(
C\ - steady state position as referred to the point of effective
switching
.
J) - distance along abscissa traveled during the dead time of the
relay
){ - distance traveled before the point of theoretical switching
should take place
X - O f°r the velocity saturated run
The idea in mind is to determine M as a function of the time before
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It has been shown previously that in the dead zone -
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It remains to substitute function of t (before actual switching)
for i and © . Then the size of the step input is related to
t (the time from switch closure to effective drop out).
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In order to determine X, reference to the diagram is necessary -
i
o
KG + If' (3 = K ^ s equation of the drop out line where
the relay should actuate
(9- -• /£ - e) *k
. (i, - 6) £
Here, this is precisely X, the desired quantity.
X " ^[-— ("tab' 1 *. Pb')/VQ^tPa)/J
k", ( b-o L , j
(35)
However, in order to relate to the same time as used in the equations
for o{
,
the time in this equation must be the time of effective switch-
ing. Since the time in this equation is for theoretical switching, we must
substitute t-t
d for t where td is the time delay associated with the
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with t of necessity larger than t,,
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The final problem is to write an equation for S where S is the
horizontal distance associated with the time delay of the relay
s ® (*) — Cj ( *-*-&
U\Q tj -
b' •:G [6 b'
*
fJh b' t fc?c
(a b' v -*0+ fo<i '^p) a c
c n
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Now M may be defined as -
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It now remains to define the range of values for which t is valid
in the preceding expression for M. Referring to Figure 22, t can run
from t» -/"t, to infinity
where t. is the time re-
quired to traverse just the
trajectory between the pull-
in and drop-out line when a
signal just large enough to
actuate the relay is intro-
duced and t, is the time
a
delay associated with the
relay.
Relay Servo Response to A Step Input
Figure 22
It is desirable to define t, in terras of the physical constants of
the system. At the time of switch closure,
V) G fc - 1-4 — f(Qk
kj'-a
.'pij' '*/' • " c
'
f










It is known that the equations of the pull-in and the drop-out lines
are
Pull-in /< 6 .K'.O "- 1^3
o
Drop-out Ix', S + 1^, ® " 1^4
By appropriately translating the vertical axis the equations become
Pull-in i-c^ 6 + (< 6 - O
c
Drop-out |< 6 4 !< v 6 ,>
'
K. ' now represents the difference between the pull-in and drop-out
voltages
.





© * l\ ,w ~ s ^ and determine the value of t that satisfies
the equation. That is t, . Therefore, in the expression for M, t can
take on all values of t from t, + t, to infinity.
In order to obtain maxima and minima from the expression for M
analytically, it is readily apparent that knowledge of all of the physical
constants of the system is required . It is quite probable that machine
methods could be used to advantage in solving for M over the complete
range of step inputs by successively substituting different values of t
in the equation for M, taking into account the limits imposed upon the
values that t can assume. Remember, however, that initially it was
assumed that R, was small in order to eliminate for all practical
purposes the effect of coulomb friction.
Referring once again to the equation for M, it is highly unlikely
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that for any physical system the value of M would be a constant for all
values of t, In order to compensate for the spread of values that M
must surely take on as t is varied, it is believed that the switching
criteria must certainly be a function of something besides error and error
* rate
.
In order to develop something more adequate as a switching criteria,
a comparison of the actual experiments and the theory is perhaps in order.
It has been seen that in the actual experiments, the final steady state
resting point on the phase plane for runs that deadbeat is not a constant
for all values of step inputs . As soon as the step input is decreased in
size to the point where the armature current and the velocity do not have
a chance to build up to the steady state values prior to switching at the
drop-out line
;
there is a tendency for the system to come to rest farther
from the intersection of the drop-out line and the zero error rate line
than is the case when
the step input is large
enough for the armature
current and velocity to
ready steady state
values. This is shown
by curves a and b in
Figure 23.




In the mathematical analysis it has been shown that the resting point
is a function of both armature current and velocity at the instant of
switching
.
It has been postulated that the reason for this behavior is due to
the fact that it takes longer for effective braking to take place in the
case of the small step input. This is because the current in the armature
cannot change instantaneously due to the effect of inductance associated
with the armature , but must take a finite amount of time . The amount of
time involved is associated with the magnitude of change that the armature
current is attempting to undergo. Since the armature reaches saturation
velocity before the current reaches steady state , as shown in Figures 18
c




,<-.. vs time, there is a
period of time in the run when, if switching were to occur the current
would tend to undergo a greater change than it would if switching were to
take place when steady state and saturation conditions prevailed. The
amount of change is dependent upon both the corresponding instantaneous
values of current and velocity; Briefly the current seeks to change from
1 to — '> v ^ As one examines the instantaneous values of
current as t becomes smaller it becomes evident that a point is reached
where the change that the current would attempt to undergo should switch-
ing occur at that point would once again be equal to the change that the
current would attempt to undergo if steady state conditions prevailed.
This is because the velocity has decreased from the steady state condition
so that K O is substantially smaller. If the comparison of instan-
taneous values is extended further toward zero time, it is seen that the
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current tends to undergo a very small change , the inductance of the arma-
ture delays the effective braking to a very small extent, and the steady
state resting point lies closer to the intersection of the drop-out line
and the zero error rate line than is the case when a large step is used.
This is shown in Figure 23 as curve c.
Two factors enter the picture at this point to negate the idea that
switching may take place very near to zero time. First, in the practical
relay, there is a definite difference between the pull-in voltage and the
drop-out voltage . Therefore , a definite amount of time is necessary in
order for the motor to drive the system from the pull-in line to the drop-
out line. This time is equivalent to t-, in the mathematical analysis.
Secondly, in addition to this time there is a delay time associated with
the relay. Although this time is undoubtedly not a constant, it is being
treated as such for the purposes of this paper. This time is t, in the
mathematical analysis. It is easily conceivable that, due to the cumula-
tive effect of these two times , a step input just large enough to actuate
the relay will result in the system having a final resting point after
deadbeat operation on the phase plane farther from the intersection of the
drop-out line and the zero error rate line than is the case when steady
state conditions prevailed upon switching. In other words, curve c in
Figure 23 would not exist in a qualitative sense and the locus of points
where the system would come to rest would extend from point A to the left
on Figure 23 » the exact extremity possibly but not necessarily occurring
at the culmination of a run in which a minimum step was used.
In the actual experiments this was the case. The time delay was large
enough so that the locus of points did extend from point A away from the
49

intersection of the drop-out line and the zero error rate line.
Therefore , it is hereby postulated that in order to get deadbeat
performance from a relay servo with all sizes of step inputs and still
have high static accuracy, something besides error and error rate must
be involved in the switching criteria. It is believed that feeding back
a signal dependent upon armature current might be an ideal stabilizing
factor. It is known that the final resting point of the phase plane tra-
jectory depends upon the instantaneous value of current as well as error
rate at the instant of switching. Therefore, it is suggested that having
the system switch early when the current is high relative to the steady
state value would tend to compensate for the added displacement that takes
place for relatively small step inputs. Since the current and velocity
as a function of time
resembles the curves
shown in Figure 24,
the phase plane
switching lines
could be made to
resemble Figure 25
if a signal dependent
upon armature current
and properly amplified
is fed back along
with error and error
rate , It would of
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to arrange the physical lavout so that the signal dependent upon armature
current would not be fed back and affect the switching criteria while the
system was in the dead zone, otherwise the pull-in lines would also be
affected
.
Accordingly the following conclusions should be drawn:
(1) It is possible to predict the locus of the ends of the dead zone
trajectories in all cases where the system is deadbeat for all values of
step inputs for a relay servo employing dynamic braking in the dead zone
and derivative feedback provided (a) all of the physical quantities of the
system are known and (b) the braking resistance is small enough so that
the effect of coulomb friction is negligible.
(2) If the resistance in the braking circuit is correctly adjusted so
that the straight line portion of the dead zone trajectory is parallel to
the switching lines, the end of the dead zone trajectory will, in most
cases, lie farther from the intersection of the zero error rate line and
the drop-out line than will the end of the dead zone trajectory resulting
from a large step input.
(3) In order to have deadbeat operation in a small dead zone for all
sizes of step inputs when there is a considerable amount of armature in-
ductance (the L/R ratio is great), the switching criteria must be a function




AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSE OF A RELAY
SERVO TO A RAMP INPUT
There is naturally an interest in developing the relay servo system
behavior analytically in the case of a ramp input to see to what extent
the actual experimental behavior fits the predicted characteristics.
In the case of the ramp input,
©. -- cot
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© Oo ~ &
The first consideration is to establish the equations for the pull-
in and drop-out lines.
o
With tachometer feedback we know that we are feeding back not L
o





In order for anticipation to occur -
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-intercept is " " """""*" ~~7*
For the step input, recall that
and that the slope of the dividing line is - —~
, with
an ^-intercept of —2.
5A

Therefore, it is seen that in + he two cases the slopes are the same,
but that in the case of the ramp input all of the horizontal intercepts
K
oJ>are advanced by the amount
Inasmuch as the measured variable is (3 instead of £, it is neces-
sary to make a conversion. It is known that Q> "~ c-**i ~~ c
o
Therefore, for all values of
C ,
it is necessary to add a constant to
o
portray the £, - C phase plane properly. This in effect means a trans-
lation of the axis as
shown in Figure 26.
It would also be
of interest to ex-
amine the dead zone
trajectory.
Assuming the
terms /_ 0± and
^ ckQj, to be
negligible -
/< ec - jl (K+K)
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In essence the meaning of this equation is as follows:
When \- is large and negative the trajectory should have a negative
o
slope . As ( decreases , still negative , the slope should increase
o
negatively to infinity as (_ approaches zero. When £_ is small and
positive, the slope should be large and positive, and, as C increases
G










tor as a source




Relay Servo Response To A Ramp Input
Figure 27
shown in Figure 28. Figures 29 and 30 are the actual phase trajectories
for runs made with this system. Notice that there is a great deal of












































































































Inasmuch as the measurements for these runs consisted of tapes show-
er
ing £ and O , a conversion had to be made in order to portray £,
and Q . In order to do this first \> .was plotted against O . Then a
horizontal line was drawn through the two points on the phase plane tra-
jectory where the slope was infinite. This line would be the zero error
rate line. The curve was replotted using ordinates to the zero error rate
line, thus effectively translating the horizontal axis. In both cases the
amount of translation necessary was equal to the scaled value of O, which
fit the theory very well. In addition the ratio of the two translations
<
corresponded exactly with the ratio of the CO = used, thus indicating that
the amount of translation of the zero error rate line varies linearly with
CO when a ramp input of u->t Is introduced into a relay servo.
Another interesting point to be noted is the shifting of the dividing
lines in the positive error direction. While the dividing lines were
drawn according to theory, one can see that the lines are quite accurate
when one considers the time delay associated with the relay.
Another point in the analysis is the study to see whether a relay
servo system would operate satisfactorily when the tachometer was replaced
by an amplifier used as a differentiator. It is immediately obvious that
a system of this type would naturally be expected to have a great deal of
noise associated with it. Another disadvantage is that an amplifier with
a capacitor used as an input impedance would also probably produce a block-
ing effect in the event a large signal was introduced. The system finally
adopted included a small resistor in series with the input capacitor. The





























plane trajectories of runs made using this form of derivative feedback,
and with a step input. Also on this figure is portrayed to the same scale
runs made with the use of the tachometer. Figures 33 and 34 show the
Brush Recorder tapes of these runs. It is to be noted that while there is
quite a bit of noise associated with the runs using the derivative error
signal the characteristics of the two systems are remarkably similar. The
resistance used in series with the input capacitor to the derivative
amplifier was small enough so that the RC time constant was very small,
thus insuring fast action, and at the same time it was large enough to
prevent the noise from becoming too objectionable
.
From these results the following conclusions may be drawn -
(1) If a positive ramp function is used for an input to a relay servo
having discontinuous damping furnished by a braking resistance and de-
rivative feedback furnished by a tachometer, all of the dividing (switch-
ing) lines will be displaced along the positive (V axis by an amount
Kp/K- U) where K is the amplification of the error rate signal with
units of volt-sec per radian. K, is the amplification of the error signal
with units of volts per radian and u) is a measure of the input ramp in
o
radians per second. Since \3C is the measured quantity and not k
o
it must be remembered that the zero %> axis is displaced from the zero
©
c
axis by an amount ^
.
(2) It is possible to use an error differentiator in a relay servo
in lieu of a tachometer provided precautions are taken to prevent ex-
cessive noise generation in the differentiator.
6A

Brush Recorder Traces of Error and Error Rate with A
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Figure 33A. 25° Step Input; Error Rate Produced By An Error
Differentiator
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Figure 33E. ^5° step input> Error Rate Produced By A
Tachometer

Brush Recorder Traces of Error and Error Rate
With A Relay Servo Subjected to a Small Step
Input
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AN ANALYSIS OF A RELAY SERVO USING
USING A 1A25 HP MDTOR
In reviewing it is known from previous investigations that three
effects cause the dead zone trajectory to depart from the ideal. These
three factors are
:
(1) the delay time associated with the relay,
(2) the inductance associated with the armature of the motor, which
causes the dead zone trajectory to curve after relay drop-out and before
ideal, (i.e. straight-line) braking becomes effective, and
(3) coulomb friction, which causes the dead zone trajectory to curve
at small values of error rate.
In order to compare the relative effect of (2) and (3) among different
relay servos, the L/R time constant of the braking circuit serves as a per-
formance index of (2), and, as seen from the non-linear analysis, the
performance index for (3) is the C/J ratio.
These three factors impose a practical limit upon the width of the
dead zone wherein deadbeat performance can be expected for all sizes of
step inputs.
Zn an effort to diminish the effect of some or perhaps all of these
factors and also to investigate any similarities that exist between relay
servos of various sizes , a relay servo using a 1A25 HP motor was selected
to be investigated . This motor was modified such that the pressure of the
brushes on the armature could be adjusted. It was hoped that lessening
the pressure on the brushes to the point at which satisfactory commutation
would still prevail would aid in reducing coulomb friction.
67

Several retardation runs were conducted using the system with a gear
ratio of about 500:1 and the results were plotted in Figures 35 and 36.
Figure 35 shows the results obtained when no braking was used, and it is
interesting to note that the curves do not have the true straight line
section that is the trademark of dynamically-braked retardation runs.
Figure 36 portrays the results obtained when a braking resistor of 100
ohms was^used . Notice that an appreciable part of the runs are straight
indicating the effect of dynamic braking. In both figures the various
curves are for different amounts of brush pressure.
In order to relate brush pressure, coulomb friction and the minimum
dead zone width required because of coulomb friction, the straight line
portion of the curve was extended until it intersected the zero velocity
line. Then the difference between the value of error at this intersection
and the value of error at which the motor actually stopped was taken as
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37 which shows a
dead zone and a
dead zone tra-
jectory. As can












to a stop just in-
side the opposite
pull-in line.
Figure 37. Phrss Plane Showing the Effect
of Coulomb Friction on the Dead
Zone Trajectory
An analysis of several runs indicates that the dead zone width required
by moderate brush pressures is not appreciably greater than that required by
the minimum brush pressure that gives satisfactory operation. If the brush




The reason for this phenomenon is shown in Figure 38
.
e
1 MINIMUM BRUSH PRESSURE
2 MODERATE BRUSH PRESSURE
3 HIGH BRUSH PRESSURE
Xs
Figure 38. & Retardation Curves
As a general rule moderate brush pressures resulted in a retardation
curve in which (l) the slope was greater than the retardation run in which
minimum brush pressure was used because of an increased value of the
dynamic friction coefficient, (2) the coulomb friction effect became
appreciable at a higher value of velocity. The net effect was that the
projections of the straight 'line portion of the retardation curve inter-
sected the zero velocity line at about +he same point. With a large
amount of brush pressure, however, the slope increased very slightly but
the coulomb friction effect took place at a considerably greater velocity.
The net effect of this was to cause the projection of the straight line
portion to intersect the zero velocity line at a point which was farther
from the point where the motor actually stopped than was the case for runs
in which the brush pressure varied from minimum to moderate.
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For the case of moderate brush pressure the slope of the switching
lines must be increased from that used for minimum brush pressures which
is simply a matter of decreasing the amount of derivative feedback, but
the dead zone width need not be increased. For the case of heavy brush
pressure, the dead zone width must be increased appreciably.
\ Inasmuch as a single relay could meet the current requirements, only
one relay was used in this servo. The relay used was of the same type as
the pilot relay used in the large (1HP motor) relay servo, and, therefore,
the time delay associated with the main relays used in the large relay
servo was eliminated. Therefore, it is entirely logical to expect that
the delay time of the relay would be considerably smaller than was the
case with the large relay servo.
It- has been shown that the inductance of the armature or more properly
the L/R time constant causes the dead zone trajectory to curve immediately
after relay drop out instead of going abruptly to a straight line. For
the small motor the L/R time constant was much smaller than in the case
of the large 1 HP motor. The resistance of the armature was determined
to be 285 ohms and a braking resistance of 100 ohms was used throughout
the investigation. In order to show the time constant graphically, a
small resistance was inserted in the armature circuit and a trace of
armature current was obtained by means of a Brush Recorder. The trace
of armature current is shown in Figure 40 and the trace for error is shown
in Figure 39. Notice that the build-up of current in both directions is
extremely rapid, since the paper speed is 125mm or 25 divisions per second.
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maximum braking should take place almost immediately after relay drop out.
This means that the dead zone can be made small insofar as the allowance
for the bending of the dead zone trajectory due to armature inductance is
concerned
.
In pursuing the investigation it was found that with rated voltage
applied to the motor armature through the relay, an excessive time delay
resulted at the point where the relay should have opened. It was noticed
that the relay drew an appreciable arc after it opened. In fact, some-
times the arc persisted until the relay closed in the opposite direction
and this meant that the dead zone did not exist at all for practical
purposes . Hence , the armature supply voltage was reduced to 50 volts
in order to obtain satisfactory operation. As a result of this, It may
be said that the relay used in a servomechanism must be such that the arc
is extinguished quickly or else the dead zone must be unreasonably wide.
During the initial phases of the investigation with the relay servo, a
gear ratio of about 50 ;1 was employed between the motor, which had a rated
speed of 4000 rpm, and the potentiometer. The phase plane trajectories
for this system are as shown in Figure 41. The relay dead zone corresponded
to a potentiometer rotation of thirty degrees and it is to be noted that
while the dead zone could be made smaller, it is doubtful if the dead zone
width could be made to approach any reasonable value if deadbeat operation
for all sizes of step inputs is to be expected. Accordingly it was decided
to increase the gear ratio to about 500 jl to see if improved performance
would result.
After several preliminary adjustments it was immediately apparent
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the results obtained when a four degree dead zone was used. Figure 43
portrays the dead zone trajectories for a dead zone width of three degrees.
Figure 44 illustrates the results obtained for a dead zone width of two
degrees and Figure 45 portrays the results obtained for a 1.5 degree dead
zone. The dashed lines show the two pull-in lines and the two drop-out
lines, while the solid lines show the dead zone trajectories. The maximum
step input used in these investigations was roughly a factor of 3.5 times
the dead zone width. The reason for this is that the amplifiers used would
saturate at a value of voltage roughly seven times the voltage required to
pull-in the relay, and, when the amplifier saturated at the beginning of
the run, unsatisfactory results inevitably ensued. Notice that in all of
the phase plane trajectories there is a small region immediately after
relay drop-out where the dead zone trajectory is curved. This bending is
not so marked as it was in the case of the 1 HP motor relay servo, but,
nonetheless, it is present. This follows logically from the arguments
advanced at the beginning of the chapter, namely, that the L/R time constant
was small^and, therefore, the bending of the dead zone trajectory should
be small. Notice also that the straight line is present until the error
rate becomes small at which time the trajectory inclines toward the vertical.
This again agrees with the theory that when error rate becomes small, the
C/J ratio would cause the slope of the trajectory to approach negative
infinity. Also due notice should be taken of the relatively small amount
of delay time associated with the relay. The slope of the trajectory be-
comes discontinuous soon after relay drop-out should occur. The reason for
this is that there is a much shorter time delay associated with the one relay
as compared with the time delay associated with the double relay.
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(1) In any relay servomechanism using a DC shunt motor with dynamic
braking in the dead zone, there will be a curvature of the dead zone
trajectory immediately after relay drop-out due to the L/R time constant
preventing maximum effective braking from transpiring until after about
four time constants (t=4. L/R) have elapsed . There will also be a curvature
at the end of the trajectory when error rate is small because of the C/J
ratio. Any measure adopted to make these ratios small will inevitably
result in improved performance from the standpoint of minimum dead zone
width required to provide deadbeat performance for all sizes of step in-
puts
.
Of course , the two ratios should both be made small inasmuch as
effects of each is such as to increase dead zone width,
(2) The relay used in a relay servomechanism should have two require-
ments :
(a) The delay time associated with the relay should be -as small
as possible, since this delay time will tend to increase the required
dead zone width,
(b) The arcing over at the time the relay drops out should be all
but eliminated if satisfactory operation is to result.
(3) Increasing the gear ratio aids materially in decreasing the dead
zone width required to provide for deadbeat operation for all sizes of step
inputs. One can reasonably expect that an increase in the gear ratio will
result in a decrease of dead zone width in about the same proportion.
00 Due to the effect upon the amount of coulomb friction present,
attention should be given to insuring that the pressure upon the brushes




A COMPARISON BETWEEN OPTIMUM AND
QUASI-OPTIMUM SWITCHING
In order to discuss optimum switching, it is first necessary to de-
fine explicitly the characteristics of a relay servo in which optimum
switching takes place. The characteristics are in general;
(1) The response to a step input shall consist of one period of
acceleration and one period of deceleration (as long as the servo is
second order to a good approximation). During both periods full voltage
is applied to the servo motor, and the voltage applied during acceleration
is exactly equal and opposite to the voltage applied during deceleration
for a direct current servo system.
(2) The dead zone is of infinitesimal width
(3) The relay servo always stops at precisely zero error.
In the quasi-optimum case, the acceleration period is precisely the
same as in the optimum case, but the deceleration period is characterized
not by power application but rather of an increased amount of damping over
the damping present during the acceleration period . This thesis is con-
cerned with the special case where the discontinuous damping is provided
by dynamic braking.
It was felt that it would be interesting to compare the transient
responses to a step input for the case in which optimum switching was
simulated and for the case in which quasi-optimum switching was actually
used. In order to accomplish this comparison, a response to a step input
was obtained with the system functioning normally: this is with dynamic
braking in the dead zone and a dead zone wide enough to insure deadbeat
performance. Then with all other things being equal, the normal operat-
ing mechanism was de-energized and the relay was operated manually. The
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motor was allowed to accelerate until zero error had been reached and then
the relay was instantly reversed wherein a decelaration trajectory with
power application was obtained . The deceleration trajectory was trans-
lated in the positive error direction until the static error at zero error
rate agreed with the static error obtained with dynamic braking. The
intersection of the translated deceleration trajectory and the acceleration
trajectory would be the point where optimum switching would occur if the
system was constructed with that in mind
.
The two trajectories were then plotted in Figure 4.6 and instants of
time in l/25ths of a second were placed adjacent to corresponding points
on the trajectories. In order to afford a clearer understanding of the
transient response, the transient curves were drawn on a graph of error
vs time in Figure 47, Notice in Figure 4.7 that the curves do not separate
markedly at the point of actual relay drop-out with +he quasi-optimum
system as one might be inclined to imagine, but rather the separation is
quite gradual, and that the time of response for the quasi-optimum system
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In comparison with the optimum relay servo, the advantage of
simplicity in the quasi-optimum relay servo employing derivative feedback
and discontinuous damping far overshadows the small increase in response




AN INVESTIGATION OF INDUCTIVE
BRAKING
1. INTRODUCTION. The investigation of the effect of discontinuous damp-
ing of a relay servo using a DC shunt motor with resistance braking
indicates the value of a dissipative circuit which can be effectively-
utilized to dissipate the stored kinetic energy of the motor armature.
This type of braking, however, is not as effective theoretically as the
optimum relay switching system wherein full reverse power is applied to
the motor. From the standpoint of overall speed of response and dead zone
width, the optimum servo is theoretically 'faster,, This chapter is devoted
to the analysis of a system which 'will approach and possibly surpass the
optimum switching system in overall performance.
The principal difference between this system and the resistance braking
discontinuous damping system is that an energy storage device is incorpo-
rated into the braking circuit. The function of the energy storage device
is to release its energy at a controlled rate after the relay drops out and
the phase plane trajectory enters the dead zone. This release of energy if
correctly applied will act to counter the rotational kinetic energy of the
motor. In the relay servo using a DC shunt motor, the energy storage










In Figure 1£ it is to be noted that if the braking resistance was not
present, oscillations would occur if the armature resistance was small in
comparison with the moment of inertia of the armature and the inductance
of the braking circuit. This is not considered to be a good characteristic,
and, indeed, would likely result in several relay reversals and perhaps a
limit cycle. It is much more desirable to obtain a straight line for the
dead zone trajectory in order that the dead zone may be made as narrow as
possible. Therefore, both the resistance and the inductance in the braking
circuit must enter into the calculations. Finally, it should be noted that
the current in the braking circuit during the acceleration period is in such
a direction that if it were to continue after relay drop-out, the current
in the motor would reverse and be in such a direction as to increase
deceleration.
In Figure 48 it is to be noted that the currents i, and i ? are in
the directions indicated when the relay drops out. At the instant of relay
drop-out there will be a transient phenomenon which is somewhat difficult
to analyze quantitatively. There is an inductance in the braking circuit,
and an inductance associated with the armature. It is known that the current
cannot change instantaneously in a circuit with an electrical inductance in
it. Also, as soon as the relay opens to break the current in the relay, a
single-valued current must flow in the loop which includes the braking in-
ductance-resistance combination and the motor armature. How then to resolve
the inconsistency of two currents of different magnitudes, changing
instantaneously, one of them even reversing in direction, to two new cur-
rents which have the same magnitude* It is theoretically possible to open
the relay contacts so quickly that no energy transfer will occur across the
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contacts. However, it is believed that while the currents are undergoing
a readjustment some arcing must transpire at the relay contacts. This
analysis of the problem, however, does not solve the problem of the
correct initial value of current to assume flowing through the motor at
the start of the dead zone trajectory. This problem is difficult in that
not only the inductance and the resistance of the armature and the braking
circuit must be considered, but also the characteristics of the relay are
involved
.
Perhaps the best approach to the problem is to consider the energy
relationships. At the instant of relay drop-out there is energy stored
1 2 12in the armature and braking inductance in the amount of -z L i, and -? Lii^
respectively. After equilibrium conditions prevail the back emf of the
motor will produce a current i in the same direction as 1_, the opposite
direction of i,
.
Also since L, is large with respect to L , it is
plausible to believe that the resultant current after drop-out will be
much closer to i« than i.. , If it is possible to associate direction
with energy, it is seen that the energies in the two inductances tend to
oppose one another and that the magnitude of the current after equilibrium
conditions prevail should be somewhat less than the magnitude of either of
the two currents. In order to attempt to sum electrical energies before
and after relay drop-out, the equation which seems best suited would be:
-LuC - {uo , i.(L a + uy, if.
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z l~b <i - L a c, - L {i
If no energy loss occurred at the relay
L , 2-
i
where i is the amount of current that v/ould flow if no energy loss
occurred at the relay.
Now define C^ to be equal to









^ s hereafter termed F, for figure of merit
of the relay. This figure of merit is assumed to be a constant for any
particular relay. Notice, however, that both intuitively and mathematically
F must be less than one and if L. is much greater than L , F must
always be greater than zero.
In the ensuing analysis the effects of a change in F upon the dead
zone trajectory shall be considered. Also an investigation will be made




The next step in the logical process of analyzing the behavior of
a relay servo with inductive braking is perhaps to graphically portray the
dead zone trajectory on the phase plane. The trajectory during acceleration
is assumed to be substantially the same as for the system in which resist-
ance braking was used. However, with an inductance in the braking circuit,
certain questions arise such as - for a given motor, what is the ideal
amount of inductance and resistance in the braking circuit? Is a straight
line possible for the trajectory on the phase plane? How will the time of
response compare with simple resistance braking and with the optimum case ?
How does a change of both inductance and resistance affect the characteris-
tics? And what about the characteristics if the relay Is not perfect and
energy transfer takes place across the relay? These and many more questions
should be answered in order to obtain a complete understanding of the subject,
In order to answer some of the questions that have been raised , it is
perhaps advisable to construct phase planes depicting the dead zone tra-
jectories if that is possible. Therefore, it seems logical tg commence the
analysis by attempting to determine the equations of the isoclines so that
the dead zone trajectory under conditions of inductive braking may be con-
structed
.
DETERMINATION OF THE ISOCLINE EQUATIONS
To begin with, it is assumed that (l) f , the coefficient of dynamic
friction, is zero, because under most operating conditions it is indeed
small and (2) C, the coulomb friction factor, Is zero not because it is
necessarily small, but because it markedly complicates the analysis. How-
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ever, from previous investigations, it is known that (1) it varies from
machine to machine and (2) if it is considerable it will affect the dead
zone trajectory only when O ( i c L) is small. Specifically, it causes
the steady state position to lie somewhat short of the position it would
otherwise have obtained if coulomb friction had not been present. If the
displacement caused by coulomb friction is small, it will affect the static
accuracy of the relay servo to some extent, but it will not cause the
system to step forward because of the separation of the drop-out and pull-in
lines that is associated with the practical relay.
Under these assumptions, it is known that the following two equations
are very good approximations of the system behavior in the dead zone
—
(u+ U)X - 4&a+1^ + Kv © - o (>
)
o o
Differentiating (2) with respect to time, the following results
00
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Substituting (2) and (3) in (4),
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Equation (6) may be integrated to obtain
The basic problem now is to evaluate C, . When the system has reached
its steady state point and (3 "- " O
Q r "~ the steady state term assuming 9 •• G
a t - o.
From the analytical solution in Chapter IV, it is known that if
$ '• ci t -
Therefore
C, -- ^1 6 + L K.^o
r n o





To continue, equation (7) may now be written -
of A& <- lJ § ,«
In order to obtain the isocline equations - '
let N ^ ^J
then i\ f _ — _ ^^ ^
1? J
(.3)
At this point it would perhaps be wise to recognize that some widely-
accepted abbreviations may be substituted.
Note particularly that -
/





is the mechanical speed time constant if L/R is small compared with
•R 3*
,
r _ , It will be denoted by t • The derivation of the mechanical








Let the closest approximation possible to the true mechanical speed
rr T ~Yv
time constant be T w . and TO "S ~
Substituting in (13),
n(X p
& ,__ r ' e c + > yV
This then is the general equation of the isoclines for the dead zone
portion of the phase plane for inductive braking assuming C and y - Q
At this point analytical methods become complex unless some definite rela-
o j
tionship is made to exist between (_ and It is known that ©
is governed by the true mechanical speed time constant for the particular
motor load combination. Also L is dependent upon L , L , R , R. and
F of the relay.
In order to proceed it will be assumed that for the particular motor-
load combination under consideration, T% is small compared with t ^
and therefore p — I j 'Tw. - ^ . That being the case, ^/\ nay be
designed to be equal to fM * Under these conditions the current in the
braking circuit during the acceleration period will at all times be pro-
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portional to the velocity of the motor. The current in the braking circuit
will increase similar to the increase in velocity.
Reference is made to the equations in the introduction to this chapter
in order to obtain the initial value of current. There, it is to be noted
that (^ - [- c. and
C * '
2 2
If L i, ' is small in comparison with L^ip » and L is small in com-
parison with L,
, [_ — c~ in magnitude.
Where Jtf> z <• o £^ K
Before proceeding, the conditions imposed on the problem should be
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and F Is a constant for all "t during acceleration and has a value
between O and 1.
Simplifying equation (14)
. g , C
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CONSIDERATION OF THE BEST CONDITIONS
The foregoing indicates that the isoclines are straight lines and for
any given N, the slope is -
v
° g \ I + T* f To'
and the u-intereept is @ Lj^ 1
.All of the straight lines intersect at 9. r,





As may be observed there is a characteristic of the isocline equations
that is rather unusual, namely a dependence upon for the ^-intercept.
This indicates that perhaps not one but a series of phase planes should be
constructed in order to obtain the dead zone trajectory for any size of
step input. In general this is true, but for many cases one phase plane
will suffice as will be seen later.
As observed in the introduction, it would be most desirable if a relay
servo could be constructed, such that when the dead zone trajectory is
plotted on the phase plane, the trajectory would be a straight line. This
means that if the slope of the switching lines is made parallel to the dead
zone trajectory, it would be possible to obtain a high degree of static
accuracy. Now inasmuch as this result is a desired one, it may be obtained
in the case of inductive braking, subject to the restrictions imposed this
far upon the problem, if it may be shown that (l) there is a value of N,
such that, when it is substituted in the isocline equation, the equation
describes a straight line having a slope of N. In other words, the slope
o
markers will be coincident with the isocline and (2) the O-intercept of the
o









Figure 4-9 A Phase Plane Plot of vs Q showing Trajec-
tories as a Result of Two Different -Sized Step Inputs
Pictorially in Figure 4-9, curve A displays this characteristic. Notice
that in curve B, the ©-intercept is much less and since all 0" is measured
from zero the trajectory will apparently come to rest at X vice T. Upon
closer inspection, however, it is seen that if the switching criteria is such
that the drop-out line lies along curve A, the trajectory cannot be B but
rather B . Notice that the slope of the isocline is independent of Cj
.
The significance of this is that if there is an isocline whose actual slope
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is equal to N and if the 6-intercept of this isocline is equal to Cj ,
the basic problem is solved and one phase plane will portray the dead zone
characteristics for all sizes of step inputs. Close examination of the
ensuing phase planes will reveal something else which is quite interesting.
If the switching (drop-out) line is straight and connects the nodal point
or the point of intersection of all isoclines with the point at which the
dead zone phase trajectory commences , then the dead zone trajectory for any
size of step input (all values of
o )
may be drawn on one diagram. In
the event that the dead zone trajectories curve, it would be necessary to
construct the trajectory for the velocity-saturated case in order to determine
the appropriate dead zone width required in order to expect dead beat per-
formance for all sizes of step inputs. However, this investigation is
primarily concerned with straight dead zone trajectories , although curved
dead zone trajectories will be constructed for comparison purposes.
It is now desired to ascertain whether or not it is possible to achieve
a system which will produce dead beat performance for all sizes of step
inputs
.
First, equate N to the generalized slope of the isocline equation -
M - U' (T, 1 NJ ^ i)









Considering the definition of N, it is difficult to
envisage the meaning of imaginary values of N. However, it is seen
that certainly the slope of an isocline may be made equal to the
corresponding value of N if the radical is real or ( m -C 4 "t>
As will be seen later, if ?^ < 4- 'Cr_ damped
oscillations may be expected, and if %J ^ 4 Te the dead
zone trajectory will ultimately become asymptotic to a straight
line. '-
The next step is to adjust the 9-intercept to be equal to 6
This will result if -
U
Nt?' +1










There have now been established three conditions whereby if all are
fulfilled simultaneously, the dead zone trajectory will be a straight line
for all sizes of step inputs.
ft
These conditions are;
(l) Xj I A?
«
fa N - h F
(31 N T " IT,
A PRACTICAL PROBLEM
It is now desired to construct a typical problem to see if it is pos-
sible to attain the desired objectives with a typical relay servo and
reasonable circuit parameters. The relay servo chosen is one similar to
the relay servo using a 1/125 HP DC shunt motor that was utilized in investi-
gating the effect of dynamic braking.
J (Pa.
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For the initial examination T^ is chosen equal to -f C
^
The problem is illustrated in detail in Appendix III. As developed in the
Appendix III R, = 300 ohms, 1^ =150 henries.
% Ra 4 &\
.
, T 0^l?0
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2 (2^ - 2.
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For this case (Case A) it is apparent that 100^ effectiveness is
required of the relay. For comparison purposes the slope of the dead
zone trajectory (assuming that the coulomb friction effect is negligible)
for the case in which 300 ohms only is in the braking circuit would be -









Hence, it is seen that the use of 150 henries in the braking circuit
not only produces a straight line for the dead zone trajectory, but that this
line has a greater negative slope in the case of the inductive braking, there-
by implying at least a shorter response time. That the response time is
indeed shorter in the case of inductive braking will be shown later.
The following five figures are phase planes showing the effect of the
initial value of current upon the dead zone trajectory. Case Al is an im-
practical case at best, and it is difficult to imagine a relay servo opera-
ting under the conditions stated in case Al. The reason for this is that the
initial value of current in the motor as it enters the dead zone is twice
the value of current that existed in the braking circuit at the moment of
switching. The only reason that this case is shown at all is that it illus-
trates the fact that the trajectory may cross the zero error rate line
(overshoot) and still oscillations will not occur. From the phase plane
analysis it, is seen that the trajectory becomes asymtotic to an isocline after
a single overshoot. Case A2 may be said to represent the ideal case. Here,
F = 1 or 10C$ of the braking current passes through the motor at time
equal to zero. The dead zone trajectory has a greater negative slope than
+ hat for simple dynamic braking. In case A3, F = 5 or only one-half of
the ideal initial value of current is present in the motor at time equal to
zero. Note that the trajectory curves slightly, eventually becomes asymtotic
to a straight line which does not pass through
.
In case A4, F =
or the initial value of current in the motor is zero . Note that the slope of
the beginning of the dead zone trajectory is zero, and that the trajectory





















Figure 50* Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for a Relay Servo
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Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for
a Relay Servo Employing a DC Shunt
















Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for a Relay Servo
Employing a DC SHUNT totor and Inductive Braking











Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for a Relay-
Servo Employing a DC SHUNT M6tor and Inductive
Braking in the Dead Zone
CASE A5
L, = 150 henries
R, = 300 ohms
F = -.5
E
P - pull-in lines











Since the case where X-J ~ * Q ' has been investigated, it would per-
haps be of interest to analyze the expected dead zone behavior when
"tttJ ^4? s say £ C
c
„ .
As shown in Appendix TV the relationship
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In this particular case a straight line will be obtained for the dead
zone trajectory in two instances. If the relay is 97.5% efficient , a straight
line having a slope of -11.7 will be obtaine 5 . If, hov/ever, the relay is
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only 16 .lj efficient, the resulting slope of the straight line will be -2.
Again, for comparison purposes, the slope of the dead zone trajectory if
dynamic braking is employed would be ~" . - ~~ \ • 1 C
For a complete representation of the possible trajectories using these
parameters, phase planes have been constructed with a value of F = 1,
.975, .9, .75, .333, .167 and 0. Notice that there is a small tendency
to overshoot when F =1, the trajectory is straight with a slope of
-11.7 when F =
.975, the trajectories "bow in" for F = .9, .75, .5,
.333, .2, a straight line results when F = .167 and the trajectory
characteristically "bows out" for F =0.
The significance of this is that even though the relay is quite in-
efficient a straight line may be obtained for a dead zone trajectory pro-
vided that R. and L have correct values. This straight line will have a
slope that is greater than it would be if no inductance was present in the
braking circuit.
Case C represents the expected behavior when 4 he other combination of
braking inductance and resistance that would make T»^ " 6 f<: was chosen
X, ' , il£JUL , ,425
/750 4 iOO
r _ s I 1 * ^~ ! - 3 <\ zL
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Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory
for a Relay Servo Employing a DC
SHUNT Motor and Inductive Braking
in the Dead Zone ®J
CASE B2
h = 25 henries
h = 50 ohms
F = 1
P - pull-in lines
D - drop-out lines
A - acceleration trajectory







Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for
a Relay Servo Employing a DC SHUNT
Motor and Inductive Braking in the
Dead Zone
CASE B3A
L, = 25 henries














Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory
for a Relay Servo Employing a DC
SHUNT Motor and Inductive Braking
in the Dead Zone
CASE B2A
L. = 25 henries
















Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory
for a Relay Servo Employing a DC
SHUNT Motor and Inductive Braking
in the Dead Zone
CASE B




P - pull-in lines
D - drop-out lines
A - acceleration trajectory











Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory
for a Relay Servo Employing a DC
SHUNT Motor and Inductive Braking
in the Dead Zone
CASE B3
L, = 25 henries



















Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory
for a Relay Servo Employing a DC
SHUNT Motor and Inductive Braking




















R^ = 50 ohms
F =
.
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P - pull-in lines






Figure 61. Theoretical Dead Zone Trajectory for a Relay
Servo Employing a DC Shunt Motor and Inductive
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It is manifestly impossible for F = 5.? 3 inasmuch as it can never
be greater than one. Therefore, a straight line trajectory with a slope
of -2 will not occur. Notice, however, that in all cases it has been a
mathematical result that for some specific value of F, the dead zone tra-
jectory would be straight and have a value of -2, even though it would not
be realized in f he last case (Case C) for physical reasons. Notice that the
ratio (H./R ] = 5.?3 which is the identical value that F would have to
take on if the dead zone trajectory was to have a slope of -2. The im-
portance of this parameter will be shown later.
In case C2, F = 1.0, TwJ - c C-r and a straight line is obtained for
the dead zone trajectory. In case C3 and C4.» with F = .5 and respec-
tively the dead zone trajectory is "bowed out". The trajectory is straight
only for the case in which F = 1.0.
A MATHEMATICAL REVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTALS
From the phase planes and the analytical results certain relationships
have now been found to exist between F, N, and the ratio of Hy/H for the
specific relay servo under consideration. In an attempt to generalize the
results the following mathematical analysis is presented.
A. The first requirement is to insure that no oscillations will occur
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B. In order for the dead zone trajectory to be a perfect straight line,
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Notice that if x (or ?L/H ) Is between and 1, then a straight
line will be obtained for the dead zone trajectory v/hen F = x, md this
I
straight line will have a slope of ..
•"A,
In the case where -
F - I
Therefore, when F is 100
,
a straight line will be obtained for. the
I
dead zone trajectory with a slope of — ~ .
Briefly, subject to the conditions that -
1. 4, c =o
2. L « ^ < L „
3. Uc? ^* L fe*
4.






7. X ' * 7.x ( \ -If) ) 4-1 > 4 ?_ .
A straight line for the dead zone trajectory will be obtained when
(1^ F = 1, the slope being — .
(?) If Cj> < X ^ I j when F = x, the slope being — ~—
The results thus far have been encouraging. While it is highly un-
li 1 ely that a relay can be made to operate such that F = 1, it is quite
probable that a value for F considerably less than one may be established
for a relay. Subject to the restrictions that x * 2. x ( I — ~L \c) + >
it remains to adjust x = F, and a straight line will be obtained for the
dead zone trajectory for all sizes of step inputs. The straight line will
I
have a slope of — Z~ . Notice that the straight line will have a slope
that is greater negatively than for the case of pure dynamic braking, since
pure dynamic bracing will result in the dead zone trajectory being a straight
line and having a slope of —
j(#* ; i<i) Tk(\+k)'
COMPUTER STUDIES
It would be difficult to analyze all of the various facets of the subject
of inductive braking solely by means of analytical phase planes. Also it
would require a large supply of high Q, high current, linear inductances for
proper investigation of the characteristics of a relay servo using inductive
braking. Therefore, it would appear that the next logical step would be to
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use an analogue computer to simulate various conditions and obtain both
transients and phase planes for several combinations of resistances and
inductances.
A major contribution of the computer would be to eliminate combina-
tions of inductances and resistances which are un satif factory. lIso, t'e
computer may be of value in estimating the amount of tolerance from the ideal
values of inductances and resistances that -,;ould be acceptable . The com-
puter solutions may or may not verify what was done analytically and also
- produce some favorable result? which could not have been foreseen
analytically.
It was decided that the computer part of the problem could best be
accomplished by splitting the problem into two phases, an acceleration phase
and a deceleration phase. The reason for this is that at the instant of
braking, two parameters R and I, must be changed instantaneously, and some
means of varying i must be incorporated in order to examine the effect of
F, or the ratio of the current through the motor at time equal to zero to
the ideal amount of current through the motor,
accordingly, acceleration trajectories were drawn using an x-y coordi-
nate plotter and a computer problem based upon the differential equations
holding true during the acceleration phase. \ different co-7ipu J er problem
based upon the differential equations describing the situation during the
deceleration phase was then utilized to obtain deceleration trajectorie
o / o\
For the deceleration trajectory the initial value of V^/was always
o
identical with the value of for the acceleration phase at the instant





and i^ at 4 he instant of switching coupled with the value of F
for the particular run.
7or the computer problem basic characteristics were chosen that were
similar to the problem worked out by means of phase planes and analytical
methods. The computer was extremely valuable in that it permitted inves-
tigations to be made of the system behavior for any ratio of Lv/Rl and for
any value of F. It was necessary to record Q , i., and i. vs time on
Brush Recorder charts for the acceleration phase in order to determine the
initial conditions that should be set into the problem for the deceleration




and i was also used to construct acceleration trajectories on the
phase plane by means of the x-y coordinate plotter. The initial condition
o
of i could be obtained by noting the value of \J at the instant of braking,
and referring to the transient curves to obtain values of i, and i
? with
which to compute i
.
The computer solution for the acceleration trajectory
is shown in Ippendix V. The other analogue computer solutions were derived
by similar well-known techniques and will not be presented because it would
be repetitious. Using the analogue computer for the acceleration phases*
transients >;ere obtained by means of a Brush Recorder and a family of
portraits was obtained on phase planes by means of the x-y coordinate plotter.
The preliminary program for investigation envisaged some fifteen runs
.































For i , the value -i. in all instances v/as a verv close approximation
Q. . - D r




_l' due t the fact that either Lb > > L& or
that iJ yy \i.-A or both.
In run 1 notice that the computer solution is identical with the ana-
lytical solution as portrayed by case A2. We obtain a straight line for a
dead zone trajectory with a slope of -2 for all sizes of step inputs.
In run 3 the trajectory is straight with a slope of -1 , which is
identical with what was predicted by the term - —-f ^ .
derived in the isocline equation for resistance braking.
Run 7 is a special case. Note that
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Although th« trajectories on the ph.-ise plane do not show it too
well, this is an oscillatory, albeit hiethly-damped, case. There is simply
too much energy stored in the inductance to produce desirable charac-
teristics. Stated mathematically, there is no isocline for which N is
equal to the actual slope of the isocline. This lends credence to the
theory that whenever the radical \JC »*. " - 4 f$ tV is imaginary,
there is no isocline for which the N that is associated with it is
equal to the actual slope of the isocline, the dead zone trajectory
will never become asymptotic to a straight line, and the system
behavior in the dead zone vdll be oscillatory.
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Run 1] depicts the case where the value of inductance is one-half of
the desirable value. The slope of the dead zone trajectory is somewhat
steeper at the ini + ial part of the trajectory than it is at the final part.
In run 15 a trajectory is obtained which is straight for all practical
purposes. It is the case when L, = 25 and R, = 50. It has been shown
in theory a straight line should result when F = .975 rather than when
F = 1.0. However, in practice the difference is very small and may be
considered insignificant. For all intents and purposes the dead zone tra-
jectory may be considered straight for F = 1.0. Notice also that the
slope is very steep and equal to about -11.7 as predicted. From a velocity
of 1P7 radians per second, the system will brake to a complete stop in
about 15.5 radians, and, from the transient analysis, about 0.4- seconds
un^er these conditions.
Run 19 shows the trajectory for 50 ohms resistance only in the braking
circuit. The slope of the trajectory is not as steep as it is in the case
where both 50 ohms resistance and 25 henries inductance is included in the





In run 21 the inductance was made equal to 50 henries and the resistance
held constant at 50 ohms. Note that just as in the case where R, was equal
to 300 ohms and L. equal to 300 henries, there is an overshoot. In this
case, however, the trajectory appears to ultimately become asymtotic to a
straight line, whereas in the 300 ohm-300 henry case, the trajectory con-
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to the concept that perhaps TVJ £.4 Tg in run 21,
T £ " -= , j 4 4
T v, ' ' <L. CS Zte
Therefore, it is seen that Tyv'^T--' and the concept that the
trajectory will ultimately become asymptotic to a straight line when
r . ' ,> <$ i ' is still valid. From the practical vie\.-point, how-
ever, this type of behavior would be unacceptable.
In run 25 there is a situation vherein the trajector]/- has a steep slope
in the initial phases and then the slope decreases until it is considerably
less in the final phases. The slope o " the sv.dtching line may be adjusted
to "lake the trajectories corresponding to any step input «nd at the same
place, but note that the intersection of the switching line and the zero
error rate line is considerably removed from the point at which the tra-
jectories endo Use of this R-L combination presumably would result in a
wide dead zone and would be unacceptable from a practical standpoint.
Run 29 is Offered for comparison purposes only<> It shows the so-
called optimum system which calls for full reverse voltage to be applied
at the instant of switching. Note that the switching line must be curved
in this case.
After the first thirty runs were completed it was decided to investi-
gate (l) how small changes in the value of inductance from the ideal would
affect the dead zone trajectory and (2) how a change in F would affect










































































































































































decided to simulate inductances of 30, 27.5 25, 22.5, and 20 henries with
a resistance of fifty ohme p It was also decided that for each value of







In order to designate the F used for each run the value of F was
added after the basic run designation as a decimal.
Example:
For a run in which L
fc
= 22.5, Rb = 50, F = .5, the run would
be labeled 3Ao5«
Run 31 is essentially an enlargement of run 15. However, there are
several interesting results of the 31 series. First, for an F of 1.0, a
trajectory is obtained which is essentially straight and has a slope of
about -11. 7 o The switching line could be made to parallel the dead zone tra-
jectory and hence deadbeat performance and a small steady state error would
result for any size of steo input. The second interesting phenomenon is
that just as the analysis predicted, a straight line results for the dead
zone trajectory when F = x = .167, although its slope is not anywhere
near as steep (about -2) as the slope when F = 1.0. The third interest-
ing point is that the trajectories tend to "bow in" for an F between 1.0
and .167, and "bow out" for F less than .167. Fourth and finally, for the
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standpoint, the intersection of the drop-out switching line with the zero error
rate line occurs at a point at which all trajectories, curved or straight,
end. Therefore, if the difference between the pull-in and drop-out lines is
appreciable, a high degree of static accuiacy may be obtained even though
the trajectories curve in the dead zone. If, on the other hand, the effects
of coulomb friction are considered, a straight line condition would be
preferred with the amount and effect of the coulomb friction determining the
difference between the pull-in and drop-out lines that would be required,,
The 32 and 33 series also produce an interesting result. Notice that
when F = 1.0, an overshoot is obtained if 0„ is large. However, as
F decreases slightly, a point is reached where the trajectory in the dead
zone is straight for all sizes of step inputs. This effect is best illus-
trated in run 33.9. This effect was not predicted by the mathematics due to
the difficulty in handling iQ and L
fe
when T^ \ Tw^ ° It can be ex-
plained physically, however, from the standpoint that originally too much
energy existed in the braking inductance at the time of relay drop-out
„
If some of this energy, however, is allowed to "bleed" or dissipate across
the relay contacts, the amount of energy fed back to the motor after relay
drop-out becomes the ideal amount and at about the ideal rate once again.
As the value of inductance in the braking circuit is increased slightly from
the ideal amount a straight line will be obtained for the dead zone trajectory
as the value of F is decreased from 1.0. If inductance is increased too
much, however, a straight line will not be obtained since the Lv/^h ratio
is nowhere near the ideal one„ This was exemplified in run 21 when, with
Rb e 9ual t0 50 ohms and Lb equal to 50 henries a straight line was not
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The significance of this phenomenon is rather important. It is dif-
ficult to conceive of a relay-motor-load combination where F = 1.0. This
would mean that the relay would open so quickly that energy loss at the re-
lay contacts would not occur to any extent. However, it is conceivable that
a relay might have a characteristic F of say 7 - o9. If it should, then
it would remain to simply install an inductance in the braking circuit with
a value of inductance th.it is slightly greater than the ideal value.
Experimental evidence indicates that the actual value of inductance inserted
in the braking circuit should be about — times the ideal value of inductance.
Note that a straight line could also be obtained by making F = x, but in
this case the slope of the dead zone trajectory would be much less (negatively)
than in the case where the inductance is adjusted to take into account the
difference between the actual value of F and one. A straight line with a
steep slope for the dead zone trajectory will be linked to a small time of
response later.
Runs 34 and 35 depict the situation wherein the inductance used in the
braking circuit is too small. Notice that even when F = 1.0 o the tra-
jectory is curved. Regarding case 34.10 it might appear that this type of
behavior might be ideal if there was a considerable amount of coulomb
friction present in the system,, In other words, coulomb friction might be
effectively utilized to "straighten out" the dead zone trajectory when the
error rate became small. However, it must be pointed out that the inter-
section of the drop-out line and the zero error rate line occurs at a con-
siderable distance from the point at which all of the trajectories end.
Coulomb friction would act to increase this separation and it is felt that
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approximation to a strairht line is obtained for both case 34.2 and 35.2
just as it is obtained in cases 31.2, 32.2, and 33.2.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Transient response curves are 3hown in Figures 106, 107, 108, and
109. In Figure 106 is shown the effect of varying Rb and Lb in the
correct ratio. Notice that the overall time of response is much greater
when L, - 150 henries, R^ r 300 ohms than it is when R^ z 50 ohms, L^ z
25 henries. However, even the latter case is preferable to the case when
L^ z 0, R^ z 50 ohms. Notice that the time of response for the case
when L^ z 25 henries, R^ = 50 ohms compares very favorably with the time
of response for the optimum relay servo system. Indeed, if the effect of
coulomb friction v;ere to exist at all, it is believed that the time of
response for the inductive braking case would be less than the time of
response for the optimum system.
In Figure 107 is shown the effect of varying the L^/R^ ratio over a
wide range Notice that where L, z 50 henries and R5 = 50 ohms, the
response curve is completely un xc eptable as Wcjs the dead zone trajectory.
In the case where L^ = 12.5 henries and R^ z 50 ohms, the time of response
characteristic is much poorer than for the ideal case when L^ z 25
henries and R, r 50 ohms.
c
Figure 108 shows the effect of varying Lt/R D over a small range
„
Notice that without coulomb friction a change of time constaht from .5
to .6 or oh almost doubles the time of response. Notice, therefore, that in
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correct L^/F^ ratio is required However, even though the actual L,/R,
ratio varies considerably from the theoretical ideal value, the time of
response is still less than what it would be if no inductance at all was
included in the braking circuit.
In Figure 109 is shown the effect of F on the time of response.
In general, it may be safely stated that as F decreases, the time of
response increases. For F = .167 the time of response is almost double
that for F - 1.0 even though straight line trajectories are obtained in
both cases. Also, it may be stated that if a straight line is obtained for
a dead zone trajectory, the time of response varies somewhat inversely as





















The complete analysis is subject to the following conditions:
(1) f, C =
(2) La << Lb
(3) Lai^ < <^ ^ * for all t during the acceleration phase,
(4) F is a constant for a motor relay combination and is equal t o
f "2




One of the basic requirements of the braking circuit and the motor is
that the inductance and resistance shall not take on value which would lead
to oscillations in the dead zone. In order to meet this requirement -
V
1
* ly (\ ' 2p) + » >y
y
(6) Many times it is a valid assumption that
Under this assumption -
(y-0 1 ^ 4 %VK
Furthermore, straight lines with identical slopes will be obtained
for a dead zone trajectory for all sizes of step inputs under the following
conditions:
(1) If F = 1 the trajectory will have a slope equal to - "
t >v. Y •
(2) If F = x, the trajectory will have a slope equal to _ i_
184

(3) If the restriction that X^ 1 £>,_ is relaxed somewhat, a
straight line will still be obtained for the dead zone trajectory if
F = x, the slope still being - ~Z as in (2) above.
(Z() If T^ is slightly greater than T^ a straight line will
be obtained for a dead zone trajectory if F is slightly less than one.
The best overall transient response characteristics are provided when
F = 1.0 and "£$ - T-yw and x is made small. Generally speaking, as
F decreases, the overall time of response increases. The time of response
for a situation in which the dead zone trajectory is a straight line de-
creases as the slope of the dead zone trajectory increases (negatively)
Under certain conditions the overall time of response for a relay servo
employing inductive braking may be made smaller than the time of response
for the optimum relay servo, and the dead zone trajectory will be a straight
line. This, of course, would mean a linear switching criteria could be
adopted which could be provided simply by incorporating derivative feedback
into the system.
In the actual construction of a relay servo using inductive braking,
the first requirement would be to arrive at a value of F which would be a
close approximation of the actual F for any size of step input. The next
requirement would be to ascertain the range of values that R, could take
on without having oscillations occur in the dead zone Then the smallest
possible R^ should be obtained consistent with the current-carrying
capacity. Next, L
b WOuld be obtained such that Lb
s Tyv l\
. For a




to a value of approximately ""p times the ideal in order to obtain in-






.5, x should be made equal to F, and from x (^v/JO, R, and L
could be determined. In this case the straight line of a lesser slope
than possible would have to be accepted for the dead zone trajectory,




1. Thp use of an electrical inductance and resistance as a means
of discontinuous damping for a relay servo appears to possess many ad-
vantages.
2. If a combination of a properly-chosen relay, inductance, and re-
sistance is used in a relay servo, it is possible to obtain straight lines
with identical slopes for dead zone trajectories for any size step input.
3. Reasonable variation from the mathematical solution for Rv, L^,
and F will in general still produce excellent character! stics
l+ B The time of response for a relay servo using inductive braking in
the dead zone may be made comparable to the time of response of the so-







THE DERIVATION OF TOE ISOCLINE EQUATIONS FOR THE PHASE PLANE
ANALYSIS OF THE DEAD ZONE TRAJECTORY OF A RELAY SERVO USING A
DC SHUNT MOTOR AND A BRAKING RESISTANCE ACROSS THE MOTOR
ARMATURE TERMINALS
The differential equations that describe the behavior of the motor in
the dead zone are as follows:
if \\j/ is a constant -
M KV ^o 4 L ^ + ^ + L *'L " °
GO , O
(2) K fc i - J6 C + I O c - C
If it is assumed that L is small and can be neglected,
a
- '
(3) K v e c V- I ((?.+ ^) - o




(5) then £ ®> " ^C
oo c c ^°
(6) and £ - © r£ " S c
If a step input has been applied to the system -
(7) £ ' ~ £c
O O
o o
(s) £ * "Qc
Equations (2) and (3) may now be written -
(9) K^c--3'tP ^ Jr £ ^ c
do)
-Kvi + * C?** ^ = G
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Equations (9) and (10) may be rearranged to become -
o O







By substituting equation (12) in (ll) -





is . _ ^L£t - £/ - /^
If f/J is small compared to the other terms as is usually the
case, equation (15) becomes
(16) dj
_ _




SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR AN INVESTIGATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF A RELAY SERVOMECHANISM USING A DC SHUNT MOTOR, DISCONTINUOUS
DAMPING, DERIVATIVE FEEDBACK AND SUBJECTED TO A STEP INPUT









Designate the particular number of degrees of the potentiometer A
at which it is desired that the relay pull-in as c
This establishes the dead zone width.
Designate the number of volts necessary to make the relay pull-in
as
i-
Designate the number of volts necessary to make the relay drop-out
/o;
as / si
Desirnate the number of degrees of the potentiometer at which the relay
will drop-out as "C*y
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With the notor running as a DC motor at saturation velocity measure
the voltage output of the tachometer and designate it y . . Also measure




Designate the desired step input in degrees aS R, Part A, Determine )L
the voltage across the potentiometer
X. T v— — (o*u.
Je, fej 2:,
The equation of a dividing line vdth error rate feedback is
k, e * ^i • Ks
with K^ in volts
degree
Kp in volts- sec
degree
K, in volts
Part B Determine K
O
l< L + K'v £ -- ^
o
^ e = fc







The measure of error rate is






Determine the slope of the dividing lines
Slope = — K_i_
-
X»kjt 3 ^ /di^u*




What is the (%> intercept at which the relay will pull-in?
§ ' K\ v I iL I lxJuC
2- it, M &- -«~ v d**^,
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5 -rz (L- . ( cLl cAJUW j
Part F
Determine the setting of the potentioineter (b).
Let the battery voltage used to supply the step input be V
~
V3 fi k k
P.
is the voltage at the relay.
[(
It is known that a voltage at the relay of I —
to "2., degrees of rotation of the potentiometer A.
corresponds
w 1% iJtr-^^Sl j ^ degrees of the
potentiometer shaft".
h I?




Determine the setting for the Brush Recorder Measuring Error
^ . . ait (At «W = JL Je t fe
i ^ z_
dU|ULfl o£ p«* 3(o0
Let Sfi represent the amplification used in the Brush Recorder.
Also designate VV spaces of the tape as corresponding to the calibration
voltage of 20 volts (gain setting).
The spaces on the tape per degree of potentiometer may be represented
y c> n / u-*-U< cJl (Ai aa^.
by *j- % ^ k J _ _i—
2. O ( o-vU* J
Let N. represent the quantity.
For simplicity set N. equal to either an integer or a reciprocal




Determine the Setting for the Brush Recorder Measuring Error ate
The angular velocity of the potentiometer in degrees per second may-
be represented by
OJ J ( 3iL. j (jmM^urKcLa -& \/ 7. U-o-lfc"
from the tachometer.
Let k, be the amplification used in the Brush Recorder measuring
Error Rate and designate \/\f spaces of the tape as corresponding to
mm
the calibration voltage of 20 volts (gain setting).
w J3L°)(*!a of tkt pot)
^ \ i.« i 1 Aid ' corresponds
to Y $>, volts to the TK?r\ of the Brush Recorder.





Again for simplicity let |\L be either an integer Ot the reciprocal
of an integer and SQlVfc for F., W^
,
The solution of a sample problem would be as shown below
Let 2* r 15 degrees
('%) r 6.3 volts
(*!} 7 1.33 volts
V x s 90 volts















h , « n ^2b
-fe , V? * x ,
-P
3 bu) i)( IfcO^
JU 4f t I u
jfc 7 = ^ . S"
X & 0^ (•j^iXc
Part B



























Ode v^ -- 3 r




Desire 1 space per 2_ degrees M. = *












If we desire the maximum speed to be represented by 20 spaces
The n
then


















DERIVATION OF THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS SUBJECT TO THE CONDITION
r.
THAT Cj = 4 t , '
_
J(*a *1? b ) J" /2a. r i? h









^e ' __!-—- -t p c'-- X'
+ * 1 ..- /.
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Then substituting for Tv*. and t
€
in k ' )
i ^^
(l *-Xp - -l^L. ^ ^ ? ^




For ^ 7v ~ • ^
V =
The n
l? * )?«. - 3 OO-j^u
Gnq




DERIVATION OF THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS




prom QPptnJ 1/ -LLL
OV - ^ ( I +*)
and
Substitu-fina Qf»d -for p ^ i
7VU
r >w










DERIVATION OF THE COMPUTER SET-UP FOR SOLUTION OF THE
ACCELERATION PROBLEM
During the acceleration period, the following equations
should approximately describe the situation if f is assumed to be
zero.
(i) v - K v 6 -i i, e* * u4±j
dU
o
(2) 3 - \i t L











For u - , 5"
u - | 5"0
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Figure 111, Schematic Diagram of the
Analogue Computer Set-up for the





Motors: 1 HP, 230 volts DC, 115 volts shunt field, 1150 RPM,
shunt wound; General Electric Co., #1693848,
Type B-224-2-1.
1/125 HP, 115 volts DC, shunt wound, 4000 RPM;
Electric Indicator Co., #227511, Type FD-I63.
Tachometers: 1/75 HP, 110 volts DC, 3400 RPM, #227513, Type FD-38;
Electric Indicator Co.
1/75 HP, 110 volts DC, 3400 RPM, #227315, Type FD-38;
Electric Indicator Co.
Relays : Four-pole double-throw; Sigma Instrument Co.,
Type 6 FX4C - 5000 GD-SIL.
Two-pole single-throw; Leach Relay Co., Type 1127.
Potentiometers: Linear, continuous turn; Helipot Co., Series G;
10,000 ohms.
Amplifiers, d-c : From Boeing Electric Analog Computer, Model 7000;
operational amplifier used to sum, differentiate,
and integrate.
Recorder: Amplifier; Brush Co., Model BL-932,
Oscillograph; Brush Co.,
Model BL-202
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